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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN
Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of The Tiger.
The tributes rightly paid by all connected with the footballing world on the recent untimely death
of Cyrille Regis, the former England and West Bromwich Albion centre-forward, reminded this
writer, at least, of the similarity to those offered in recent years to another pioneering footballer,
this time from the period immediately prior to the outbreak of the Great War, by the name of
Walter Tull.
Walter was born in Folkestone in 1888, the son of a Barbadian
carpenter (whose own father had been a slave) and his Englishborn wife. Orphaned by the age of nine, he was sent to a National
Children’s Home in Bethnal Green, London, but by 1909, his talent
with a football saw him become a regular member of the Clapton
side. Walter then signed for Tottenham Hotspur in the summer of
1909 and, upon his debut that September, became only the third
player of mixed heritage to play in the top Division of English
football. He would, however, make only ten appearances for the
club, having been subjected to racial abuse from opposing
supporters.
In October 1911, Walter moved to Northampton Town, then
managed by one Herbert Chapman (the future Manager of both
Huddersfield Town and Arsenal, whose exploits would secure him
a place amongst the legends of the game). Walter would make
over 100 appearances for the Club, before becoming the first of
their players to enlist in the Army in December 1914.

Walter Tull

Walter joined the 17th Battalion of the Middlesex Regiment, known as “The Footballers Battalion”,
and arrived on the Western Front in November 1915. Later transferring to their sister Battalion,
the 23rd (2nd Footballers), he took part in the later stages of the Battle of the Somme despite
periods of hospitalization to recover from both shell-shock and trench fever. He was then
encouraged to apply for a Commission and a place on an Officers Training Course in Scotland. In
spite of strict military regulations to the contrary, Walter became the first non-white Officer in
the British Army when he was promoted to 2nd Lieutenant in May
1917. With his brother Edward, and his family now living in
Glasgow, Walter himself began to plan his own future in Scotland
and signed to play for Glasgow Rangers in February that same year.
Returning to the 23rd Battalion, Walter took part in the Battles of
Messines and Passchendaele before serving in Italy from
November 1917 to March 1918. During this time he was
Mentioned in Despatches (and reputedly recommended for a
Military Cross) for leading 26 of his men as a raiding party across
the River Piave and returning without a single loss.
2nd Lt. Walter Tull
By March 1918, the German Army were very much in the
ascendancy on the Western Front. The signing of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk with Bolshevik
Russia on the 9th of that month officially ended the War on the Eastern Front, with Germany
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being ceded the Baltic States and Soviet Russia also forced to acknowledge the recent Declarations
of Independence by both Ukraine and Finland. Territory lost to Russia by the Ottoman Empire
in 1878 was also restored. Russia therefore lost huge areas of prime agricultural land, 80% of her
coalmines and 50% of her other industries.
Now free to concentrate her efforts in the
West, Germany launched their Kaiserslacht (or
Kaiser’s Battle) on 21st March. The first of a
series of assaults designed to bring a swift
conclusion to the War in Germany’s favour,
this attack, codenamed Michael, was
spearheaded by Stormtroopers, who drove
deep into the Allied lines before being halted
on the outskirts of Amiens, a vital Allied
railhead, on 5th April. The Germans now
occupied the ground illustrated on the map
opposite, between the broken gold line (front
lines on 5th April) and the red line (21st March).
During the British withdrawal, on 25th March,
2nd Lieutenant Walter Tull was shot through
the head and killed near Favreuil, a mile and a
half north of Bapaume. Attempts were made
to retrieve his body, no more so than by a
Private T. Billingham, believed to be a
goalkeeper for Leicester Fosse, (the forerunner of Leicester City) whose efforts to carry Walter’s
body to the rear lines was thwarted only by the speed of the enemy advance.
Walter Tull has no known grave and is therefore remembered on the Memorial to the Missing at
the Faubourg d’Amiens Military Cemetery in Arras. In recent years, Walter’s memory has also been
honoured in Northampton, with memorials erected outside the Sixfields Stadium, home of
Northampton Town Football Club, in July 1999 (below left) and a statue in the courtyard of
Northampton’s Guildhall in July 2017 (below right).
The inscription on the former
reads as follow: Through his
actions, Tull ridiculed the barriers of
ignorance that tried to deny people of
colour
equality
with
their
contemporaries. His life stands
testament to a determination to
confront those people and those
obstacles that sought to diminish him
and the world in which he lived. It
reveals a man, though rendered
breathless in his prime, whose strong
heart still beats loudly. As we pause
to remember Cyrille Regis, let
us also remember Walter Tull.
D.S.H.
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PARISH NOTICES

FORTHCOMING BRANCH MEETINGS
The Elms Social & Service Club, Bushloe End,
WIGSTON, Leicestershire, LE18 2BA
7:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. (Approx.)
26th February 2018
Guest Speaker: David Humberston

Agents in Petticoats:
Lady Spies of the Great War

The dangerous undercover world of Great War espionage behind
enemy lines is revealed through the individual stories of some of
the ladies who participated, many of whom paid a heavy price for
their patriotism. Hopefully our Speaker needs no introduction!

26th March 2018
Guest Speaker: Mel Gould

The Story
of the Loughborough Carillon
The story of the Loughborough Carillon, built as the town’s
Memorial to its Great War dead, is presented by Mel Gould,
whose personal association with both the Carillon and the
Museum within it will be well-known to many of our members.

30th April 2018
Guest Speaker: Dave Dunham

The 1918 German Spring Offensive –
the beginning of the end
In March 1918, the German Army began its final series of
offensives along the Western Front, designed to quickly end
the War. Returning by popular request, Dave Dunham
explains why these assaults can be considered “the beginning
of the end”.
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COUGHS AND SNEEZES SPREAD DISEASES
by Valerie Jacques
The indigenous peoples of Alaska, remote Pacific islanders, Italian-Americans in New York, and
the inhabitants of the Persian shrine city of Mashhad had almost nothing in common – except for
the war and a virus which would span the breadth of the globe. It would become the greatest
human disaster of the 20th century and kill upwards of 100 million people. This month marks the
centenary of the beginning of the influenza pandemic - Spanish ’flu . . .
The first confirmed outbreak was recorded on Monday, 11th March 1918 at Fort Riley’s Camp
Fuston, Haskell County, Kansas. U.S. Army Cook, Private Albert Gitchell, didn’t feel well during
the night and, upon awakening, was too ill to cook breakfast for the men in his company. He was
advised to take bed rest. By lunchtime 107 soldiers had reported sick and by the end of the week
522 men were ill, some developing severe pneumonia. Emergency “Tent Hospitals” were set up
but the airborne disease spread rapidly on military training grounds and, as American soldiers left
the U.S. for France on transatlantic ships, the illness had a direct path to Europe . . .

No-one was sure how
to prevent "Spanish
Influenza" from
spreading.
This scene, from the
Philadelphia Naval
Aircraft Factory, reveals
at least one precaution:
“Don’t Spit!”

During the next few weeks much will no doubt be written on this subject. Did it indeed begin in
the USA? Some medical historians and epidemiologists believe that it began in Asia, citing a lethal
outbreak of pulmonary disease in China as the forerunner of the pandemic. Others have speculated
that the virus was spread by labourers from China and French Indo China, who were crossing the
United States or working on the Western Front. More recently, a British scientist has hypothesized
that it originated in a British Army post in France, where an outbreak of Purulent Bronchitis
erupted in 1916, the virus of which later mutated. One can only hope that today's technologies
and medicines, unavailable to scientists one hundred years ago, will help to unlock the mysteries
of new ’flu strains and reveal the best possible defences to combat them.
Incidentally, following the death from ’flu in 1918 of one man who decided to emigrate from
Germany to America, his widow chose to invest his legacy in property. The investments did rather
well and so, too, in his own distinctive way did her grandson. His name? Donald J. Trump!
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OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY . . .

HERITAGE & HISTORY SHOW
AGE UK
51 PADDOCK STREET
WIGSTON
LE18 2AN
SATURDAY, 10th MARCH 2018
9.30 a.m. – 4.30 p.m.
LOCAL, FAMILY & MILITARY HISTORY DISPLAYS
including our W.F.A. Branch
Hot Food and Drinks available
Parking available opposite the venue

AT RISK WAR MEMORIALS
can be viewed on:
SATURDAY, 24th MARCH 2018
11.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.

at
The Chancel,
Rear of All Saints Church,
Highcross Street, Leicester
Further information is available from Project Director,
Denis Kenyon, who can be contacted on
denis.kenyon@hotmail.co.uk
.
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RAF 100

ACT OF REMEMBRANCE

WELFORD ROAD
CEMETERY
LEICESTER

As
part
of
the
centennial
commemorations of the founding of
the Royal Air Force, please join us to
pay tribute to the men of the Royal
Naval Air Service, Royal Flying Corps
and Royal Air Force who are buried or
commemorated in this Cemetery.

SATURDAY, 7th APRIL 2018
Please arrive by 10.30 a.m. at
the Visitors Centre
Refreshments are available after
the Service

All are welcome.

LEICESTERSHIRE ARCHEALOGICAL
AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY
HISTORY FAIR

BEAUMANOR HALL
BEAUMANOR
DRIVE
WOODHOUSE
LEICESTERSHIRE
LE12 8TX

SUNDAY 15TH APRIL 2018
10.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.

THE BRANCH WILL
BE AMONGST
THOSE
EXHIBITING
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CENTENARY CALENDAR

MARCH 1918
1st - Atlantic Ocean: Armed mercantile cruiser
HMS Calgarian torpedoed and sunk – 48 lives
lost.
3rd – Belgium: British naval aircraft bomb
seaplane sheds at Ostend; Russia: Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk signed by Russia and Germany.
4th – Britain: Haig’s dispatch on Battle of
Cambrai published; Russia: Fighting takes place
on Trans-Siberian railway between Cossack and
Bolshevik troops.
5th – Britain: Sir Eric Geddes refers in gravest
terms in Commons to falling-off of shipbuilding for Royal Navy.
6th – France: British raid enemy trenches east of
Bullecourt.
7th – Germany: Germany and Finland sign
Treaty of Peace.
8th – Belgium: South of Houthult Forest enemy
attack on a one mile front.
10th - Bristol Channel: HMHS Guildford Castle,
homeward bound from East Africa, struck by
torpedo near Lundy Island which, fortunately,
failed to explode; Germany: British raid on
Stuttgart and Daimler motor works, which had
been supplying enemy aircraft engines, attacked.
11th – France: German air raid on Paris by
several squadrons of Gothas – 70 killed 71
injured; Italy: Austrian air raid on Naples – 16
killed 40 injured; USA: Army cook, Private
Albert Gitchell, serving at Camp Funston, Fort
Riley, Kansas, reports sick and is diagnosed with
virulent new strain of influenza which quickly
spreads through the camp.
12th – Turkey: Turks retake strategic city of
Erzerum; Russia: Fighting against Bolsheviks at
Blagovestchensk, on Manchurian frontier, in
which Japanese and Chinese volunteers take
part.
13th – Britain: Zeppelin raid on Hartlepool – 8
killed 22 injured; Russia: Germans occupy
Odessa.
14th – France: Germans begin heavy
bombardment from Vermelles to south of
Armentieres.

15th – France: French regain trenches west of
Mont Cornillet in Champagne.
16th – France: French carry out raids on west of
Meuse near Cheppy and Malancourt - 160
prisoners taken.
17th – Germany: British aeroplanes bomb
barracks and railway station at Kaiserlautern in
the Rhine Palatinate.
18th – Holland: Terms accepted for use of Dutch
shipping in American and Allied ports with
certain reservations.
20th – USA: Dutch ships seized in US ports under
the Right of Angary.
21st – France: Germany launches Spring
Offensive against the Allies on the Somme. They
attack with 40 divisions on a 50 mile front from
Rivers Scarpe to Oise breaking through British
outpost positions. Exceptional gallantry shown
by 24th Division in defence of La Verguier and
3rd & 51st in region of Bapaume-Cambrai Road.
23rd – France: British take up new positons south
and west of St Quentin and are heavily engaged;
Germany begins intermittent bombardment of
Paris with long-range eight-inch artillery pieces
which become known as the “Paris Guns”.
24th – France: Enemy overcomes defences of
heights of Monchy and converges on old Somme
battlefield from Bapaume to Peronne; Germany:
British air raid on Cologne.
25th – France: 29 year old Second-Lt Walter Tull,
Footballer’s Battalion, the 17th (Service)
Battalion, Middlesex Regiment, killed during
attack on German trenches at Favreuil.
26th – France: Germans take Roye and Chaulnes
south of Somme where British, French and
American troops fight shoulder to shoulder;
Palestine: British capture Es Salt, halfway
between the Jordan and Hejaz railway.
27th –France: Germans occupy Albert.
28th France: Second German Offensive,
“Operation Mars”, attacks British Third Army on
Arras front in great strength but are repulsed
with heavy loss.
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DEBUSSY AND THE PARIS GUN
by Valerie Jacques
In late March 1918, had enemy bombs not been raining down on Paris, the French capital would
have undoubtedly witnessed a public funeral to honour one of the most influential composers of
the late 19th and early 20th century composers, Claude Debussy.
Debussy, the eldest of five children, was born Achille-Claude Debussy on 22nd August 1862 in
Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Seine-et-Oise. His father, Manuel-Achille Debussy, owned a china shop
and his mother, Victorine Manoury, was a seamstress. The family moved to Paris in 1867 but in
1870, to escape the Franco-Prussian War, Debussy’s pregnant mother fled with Claude to his
paternal aunt’s home in Cannes. At the age of seven, he began piano lessons with an Italian violinist
named Jean Cerutti, his aunt paying for the lessons. Within a year he’d drawn the attention of
Marie Mauté de Fleurville, who
claimed to have been a pupil of
Frédéric Chopin and by the age
of ten, he’d entered the Paris
Conservatoire, where he spent
the next 11 years.
His talent and musical abilities
are, of course, well known to any
classical music aficionado, his
output certainly prolific. He
produced a full range from
orchestral masterpieces, through
chamber and piano, ballet to
Claude Debussy
song and opera etc.
An American tour, more ballet scores, and revisions of Chopin and Bach works for re-publication,
were all cut short by poor health and the outbreak of the War. One of his lesser known songs,
Noel Des Enfants, formed part of Debussy’s final burst of creativity following a diagnosis of cancer
and, continually depressed by news of war, is a pitiful tale of homeless French children at Christmas
1915 - Their houses have been ransacked and destroyed by the enemy, Papa is away at war, Mama
is dead, the school has been burnt and the schoolmaster too. They have no toys, no wooden shoes
and, worse than that, no bread and they pray for the little children of Poland, Serbia, Belgium,
concluding with the words: “Grant victory to the children of France”.
Debussy died of rectal cancer at his Paris home on 25th March 1918 at the age of 55 in the midst
of an aerial and artillery bombardment during the German Spring Offensive. He had been
diagnosed with the cancer in 1909 and in December 1915 underwent one of the earliest colostomy
operations ever performed. The operation achieved only a temporary respite and caused much
frustration with him likening dressing in the mornings as: "all the labours of Hercules in one".
Debussy’s funeral procession made its way through deserted streets to Père Lachaise Cemetery as
German artillery continued to bombard the city. The military situation being so grave that any
ceremonial graveside orations proved impossible. His body, however, was reinterred the following
year in the small Passy Cemetery situated behind the Trocadéro, fulfilling his wish to rest "among
the trees and the birds"; his wife and daughter are buried with him.
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Just four days after Debussy’s funeral service at The St-Gervais-et-St-Protais Church a shell fell
on one of the pillars supporting the roof, the force of the impact causing it to collapse. The shell
itself exploded inside the nave killing 88 and wounding 68. This tragedy was all the more poignant
given the fact that many members of Parisian high-society, who’d been attending a Good Friday
service at the time, were amongst the dead.
The shell had been fired by what became
known as “The Paris Gun”, a gigantic
artillery piece created by adding a tube to
elongate the barrel of a naval gun to a length
of 112 feet and capable of firing a shell
weighing some 234lbs a distance of 81
miles.
With a maximum altitude of just over 26
miles, this was the greatest height yet
reached by a man-made projectile whilst the
shell travelled at a speed of 5,400 feet per
second, taking just 3 minutes to reach its
target of the French capital.

St-Gervais-et-St-Protais Church following the
bombardment of 29th March 1918

Approximately 320 projectiles
were fired during 44 days, the
first shell landing at 7.18 a.m.
on 21st March on the Quay-dela-Seine. The explosion was
heard across the city. Shells
continued to land at 15 minute
intervals with 21 counted on
that first day. The shell that hit
the St St-Gervais-et-St- Protais
Church had originated from
A rare photograph of “the Paris Gun”
Stellung XXIII, one of three firing positions located some 80 miles to the east in the forest of Saint
- Gobain near Crépy, just north-west of Laon. The final round was fired on 9th August 1918 after
which the weapons (imaginatively named Kaiser Wilhelm Rohr, Kaiser Wilhem Geschütz or Pariser
Kanonen) were disassembled and taken back to Germany.
As war’s end approached, all component parts
of the Paris guns were destroyed with
manufacturers, Krupp, incinerating most of
their research and developmental records. The
only surviving evidence found thus far are the
concrete firing emplacements in the woods
near Crépy (shown left in a post-war
photograph) which David and I visited several
years ago.
V.E.J.
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6058 SERGEANT BERTIE CHAPMAN
LORD STRATHCONA’S HORSE (ROYAL CANADIANS)
by Peter Spooner
An entry in Rutland and the Great War informs readers that Bertie
Chapman was born in Uppingham on the 23rd May 1888 and went
to Canada a few years before the outbreak of the Great War to
farm in the Winnipeg area. Shortly after the outbreak of war he
enlisted in Lord Strathcona's Horse (Royal Canadians) and came
to England in January 1916 with the Canadian Expeditionary
Force. On the 31st March 1918 the Regiment was engaged at
Moreuil Wood, when Bertie was said to have been blown up and
killed. He was last seen riding towards the enemy when horse and
rider were cut down by machine gun fire, no trace of Bertie was
found. The question is, as the centenary of his death approaches, can the original information be
confirmed, expanded upon and, if necessary, corrected?
The 1891 census tells us that three year old Bertie was living with his parents and six siblings in
High Street, Uppingham, with his two older brothers shown as plumbers. It is perhaps not
surprising that this was the trade Bertie was to follow. In 1901 he was still living with his parents
at the same address but now with a sister and two nephews. By 1911 he had moved into lodgings
in Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, with his occupation shown as plumber. In 1912 Bertie set sail from
Liverpool for Canada on board the “Lake Erie”, arriving at St John, New Brunswick, on the 22nd
April 1912. His destination is recorded as Winnipeg, Manitoba, with his occupation shown as
plumber, there is no information to suggest that he was to farm in the Winnipeg area.
On the 11th January 1915 Bertie enlisted in the LSH (RC) 1st Re-enforcement Draft at Winnipeg.
In April he was recorded as being a member of the 1st Troop Winnipeg Depot Squadron, which
was located in Fort Osborne Barracks, Winnipeg. In June the Depot Squadron moved to Sewell
Camp near Brandon, Manitoba, and it was there, on the 23rd June 1915, that Bertie was attested.
When enlisted and attested, Bertie's year of birth was recorded as 1887 (not 1888), his occupation
recorded as painter (not plumber). In July 1915 a draft of two officers and fifty other ranks, which
probably included Bertie, was sent from Sewell Camp to England. On the 10th July Bertie was taken
on the strength of the Canadian Cavalry Depot in Canterbury and by the 6th October he had
moved to Shorncliffe and been promoted to Lance Corporal. On the 31st December he was
transferred to LSH (RC), the Regiment having operated on the Western Front in a dismounted
role since May 1915. Arriving at the Base Depot in France the following day, Bertie departed on
9th January 1916, as one of a draft of thirty men, arriving on the 12th and reverting to the rank of
Private at his own request. By month end, the Regiment had regained their horses, saddlery and
mounted role.
In November 1916 Bertie was promoted to Lance Corporal, Acting Corporal the following March
and then Corporal in the April. On the 19th July he was granted permission to marry, followed by
the grant of ten days leave on the 27th. Whilst on leave he married Alice Buckle in Cambridge but
was overdue by 47 hours when he returned to the Regiment on the 9th August. On the 10th, he was
reprimanded and had to forfeit three day’s pay. The reprimand did not impact upon his promotion
prospects, however, as he was promoted to Lance Sergeant in the September and Sergeant in the
December.
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By the 30th March 1918, following the major German offensive of the 21st, German infantry were
advancing on Amiens, a vital rail centre, and had entered Moreuil Wood. The wood overlooked
the River Avre, which the enemy had to cross to continue their advance on Amiens. The Canadian
Cavalry Brigade, which consisted of the Royal Canadian Dragoons, Lord Strathcona's Horse (RC),
Fort Garry Horse and the Canadian Cavalry Brigade Machine Gun Squadron, was instructed to
move forward from Guyencourt and, if possible, cross the river and delay the enemy's advance.
However the Brigade Commander, Brigadier-General Seely, had other ideas and, with support
from nearby French troops, decided to recapture Moreuil Wood.
Upon arrival at the wood A and B Squadrons LSH (RC) were
ordered to carry out a dismounted attack, whilst C Squadron,
in which Bertie was serving, remained mounted and in
reserve. The RCD were also undertaking dismounted attacks
with the FGH held as Brigade Reserve. Orders were then
issued for C Squadron LSH (RC), under the command of
Lieutenant Flowerdew, to support the RCD and secure the
north east corner of the wood and then continue round the
rear of the wood to the south east point. Lieutenant Harvey
VC, commanding No. 2 Troop, was ordered to secure the
north east corner, the Squadron then continued with the
intention of dealing with any enemy flushed out of the wood
Gordon Flowerdew, V.C.
by No. 2 Troop. However, they found themselves faced by two lines of enemy infantry supported
by machine guns, artillery and mortars. Lt Flowerdew ordered the remaining three Troops to
charge the enemy, which they did with swords drawn. During this charge Lieutenant Flowerdew
was severely wounded and subsequently died from his wounds. He was to be posthumously
awarded the Victoria Cross for the action he had taken.
In due course, with all Squadrons of the Canadian Cavalry Brigade deployed, support was required
and this came in the shape of the 3rd Cavalry Brigade, consisting of the 16th (The Queen's) Lancers,
5th (Royal Irish Lancers) and the 4th (Queen's Own) Hussars. Three Regiments that, within a week,
would each absorb a Squadron of the 1/1st Leicestershire Yeomanry. With the exception of the
southern tip of the wood, the enemy was pushed out and the CCB was relieved by infantry later
that night. Unfortunately the enemy carried out a counter attack the following day and recaptured
the wood.
The LSH (RC) started the day with an establishment of 350 all ranks and, during the day's fighting,
had 1 officer and 37 other ranks killed and 9 officers and 111 other ranks wounded, some of
whom were to die of their wounds. C Squadron sustained 70% casualties during their action. Bertie
was recorded as missing believed killed on the 30th March, not the 31st. Searches of the battlefield
were carried out in August 1918 by the RCD and LSH (RC), but it was discovered that many of
the graves of the dead, who had been buried by the enemy, had been disturbed by artillery fire
which made identification difficult, if not impossible. For official purposes, on the 10th March 1919
it was recorded that Bertie was presumed to have died on or since the 30th March 1918. Without a
known grave his name is recorded on Vimy Memorial, it is also recorded on Uppingham War
Memorial.
I am very grateful for the assistance provided by Major (ret’d) Michael McNorgan RCD
during the writing of this article.
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ON THE NOTICEBOARD

A NEW WAR ARTIST?
Readers may be interested in the following
extract from the Daily Express of 10th January
2018, reporting the artistic talents of one
James Gibson, a gas heating engineer from
Essex with a penchant for creating murals on
dirty vehicles!

Here we see a reproduction of a Great War
trench scene on the reverse of a van, the
original photograph (above) no doubt being
familiar to many.

A READER REPLIES . . .

On the theme of horses from the latest issue
of “The Tiger”, please find attached a
photograph of the only C.W.G.C. headstone
erected to an animal. It lies in a lovely spot
just up from Anzac Cove (Gallipoli) in the
Commissioner’ Garden, sitting between two
trees.
Bill was the workhorse of the Australians
who returned to Gallipoli after the War to
establish the War Cemeteries to their fallen.
It is quite touching that he received a Military
Funeral and now lies sleeping on the edge of
the Aegean Sea, where all those men came
ashore to almost certain death that fateful day
in April 1915.
Michael Doyle
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IF NOT A “WONDER WEAPON”,
AT LEAST A PROPAGANDA COUP
PART II
by Roy-Anthony Birch
Winston Churchill was surely being unduly optimistic in expecting
Britain’s latest heavy armourment to deliver what he called “one real
victory” in September 1916. Rare indeed are examples of innovations
whose merits are immediately apparent, yet the failure of the tank to
show its true potential during the engagements at Flers and
Courcelette etc. on The Somme might well have sealed its fate:
consignment to near oblivion as a footnote in military history. But
Churchill would have none of it. Though now out of office for over
a year, he remained passionately wedded to the aims of the project he
had launched under the guise of the Admiralty’s Landships
Committee in February 1915. Others, fortunately, with an eye to
continuity, were equally committed. Erstwhile political colleagues
and a handful of key figures in the military shared his assessment of
Winston Churchill,
the “mysterious monster’s” first forays into battle, seeing beyond the
1914
initial disappointment as not so much a failure of machines and men - teething troubles were surely
only to be expected, but more an absence of properly coordinated tactics and effective
deployment. As the former First Lord ruefully reflected: “My poor land battleships have been let off
prematurely and on a petty scale”.
We noted last time that Douglas Haig was determined that tanks should be deployed in the autumn
offensive on The Somme on what might be called “a ready or not” basis; “let off prematurely”
perhaps, as Churchill said, although it could be argued that a trial run had to be held at some point
and that this was as good a testing ground as any. But Churchill’s assertion of “on a petty scale” can
be applied in a wider context, both in relation to and beyond The Somme. With just two
companies of tanks ordered to the starting line on September 15th 1916 and no more than 36 of
the designated 48 actively participating in the action, the scale was indeed modest. But smaller still
was the scale on which the 36 were deployed within the battle; almost individually, rather than
collectively, as if to pre-determine an ineffective outcome.
Doubtless the tank’s last-minute arrival on The Somme contributed significantly to a lack of
tactical clear-sightedness, and not least regarding coordination with the infantry. Several of the
officers appointed to liaise between tank commanders and infantry were seen as inhibited by their
junior rank and might be said to have been “out of their depth” vis-à-vis the tank’s capabilities and
battlefield potential. In the event, tank commanders were often left to liaise in isolation with
individual infantry units rather than being drawn into the broader picture, while tanks themselves
were deployed in “driblets” or “penny packets” of twos and threes against some of the enemy’s
most formidable strongholds; an approach directly at odds with Sir Ernest Swinton’s original
advocacy of concentrated assaults en masse.
Tensions between “the brass hats” at the War Office and commanders in the field - several of
whom remained sceptical over the tank’s long-term viability, impeded progress towards an
autonomous tank arm. The idea of tanks fighting in echelon and in far broader formations than
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the semi-detached “pocket” battle groups of September 1916 was slow to be realised in practice,
partly through a lack of reliable and up-to-the-minute machines and a shortage of adequately
trained drivers. In short, through an insufficiency of matériel to meet the need. At Arras in April
1917, for example, moves towards a broader, less blinkered, approach were thwarted by problems
immediately reminiscent of The Somme, with tanks all-too-easily breaking down or having to “fall
out” through lack of spares, while the obviously increased vulnerability of the now aging Mark Is
and IIs proved irresistible to enemy artillery.
That tanks were sent into action at all at
Passchendaele
surely
verges
on
incredulity. Granted, weeks if not months of
planning cannot be reversed or amended
overnight, any more than the deluge of late
August 1917 could have been anticipated. But
what hope was there for any number of
lumbering
ironclad
leviathans
where
supposedly sure-footed mules and men were
so ineluctably sucked into the morass? William
Francis of 5th Bn. The Tank Corps (embodied
Tank G46, “Gina” lying abandoned in the mud of from The Heavy Branch M.G.C. in July 1917)
Passchendaele
doubtless spoke for many if not for the
majority of veterans of Third Ypres: “Absolutely a total waste of manpower and tanks and infantry and
everything. They ought to have had more sense than trying to put tanks in muddy ground like that”.
By November 1917, however, tanks were on altogether firmer ground; literally so, as they prepared
to engage on as yet undefiled and unsaturated territory south of The Somme battlefield. At last,
machines and matériel stood ready to mount an attack on an unprecedented scale in accordance
with Colonel Swinton’s hitherto largely disregarded en masse doctrine. (What was eventually
acknowledged as his masterly thesis Notes on the Employment of Tanks had been published in February
1916). No fewer than 476 tanks were deployed on the opening day of the Battle of Cambrai November 20th 1917, with 378 detailed to form a concerted assault on a six mile front against the
Hindenburg Line, with the remainder in support.
Of these, 32 innovative wire clearance tanks immediately proved their worth, crushing the
seemingly impenetrable enemy entanglements, in places 100 yards deep, and laying, in effect, a
carpet a few inches thick for the infantry to walk on. Neither were the recently widened forward
enemy trenches a serious impediment to progress. Tightly bound bundles of brushwood, 4½ ft.
in diameter and 10 ft. long, known as “fascines”, were affixed to each tank ready to be tipped into
the chasm to facilitate crossing. With the infantry and tanks combining to sweep almost all before
them on the 20th, victory seemed virtually assured. But it was not to be. The celebratory pealing
of church bells back in Britain on the 21st was manifestly pre-mature, as early gains failed to be
consolidated, the supporting cavalry, for the most part, failed to materialise, and determined
German counter-attacks largely restored the status quo. Although the outcome, militarily, had
been an honourable draw, frenzied media promotion of the war’s new “wonder weapon” at home
fuelled the sense that victory was now within the Allies’ grasp. Just as the public’s hopes were
increasingly invested in the tank as the vehicle for delivering a decisive knockout blow, so the UK
Government was equally intent on cashing-in.
In an atmosphere of something approaching “Tank Fever”, the Government seized the moment
to raise urgently needed funds for the war effort through public subscription. Not that this
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approach was at all new by the winter of 1917-18. Since mid-1915, the public had grown
accustomed to appeals for them to become shareholders in this increasingly costly enterprise, with
even the most modest wage earners able to purchase blocks of War Loan Stock through their
employers, paying weekly subscriptions until the block - usually valued at £5 and yielding an annual
dividend of 5%, was theirs. War Savings Certificates were first issued in 1916, targeting those who
could afford to purchase outright. But the tank’s purported success at Cambrai served as a
stimulus for still further fund-raising through schemes established along broadly similar lines but
with the added attraction of people being able to see and sometimes even to touch the object of
their investment.
The first of the so-called “Tank Banks” opened in London’s Trafalgar Square in late November
1917, heralding a programme of “Tank Weeks” to be staged in towns and cities throughout the
land. Leicester people received ample notice of the imminent arrival of their tank through an
appeal from The Mayor, Alderman North, in The Leicester Daily Post of Friday January 4th ’17, “to
the citizens of Leicester and residents of the county to make the visit of the Tank Bank during the week commencing
January 14th a great financial success”. A further item, detailing the forthcoming arrangements,
appeared in The Post the following day. But for any who somehow remained unaware, one of the
wonders of the age - still a novelty to many, presaged the arrival of another . . . . .

The Tank Bank Appeal. 1918

Tank 119 and its crew

Leicester’s Tank, a “male”, no. 119, arrived at the Midland Station from Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent,
at 11.50 a.m. on Sunday 13th January 1918. There was no civic reception – this apparently being
deemed inappropriate for the Sabbath, but the enthusiasm of the townspeople more than
compensated for what might otherwise have been a half-hearted affair. Literally thousands of
people waited on tenterhooks while the sponsons and guns were refitted to the Tank - these always
had to be dismantled to give clearance through railway tunnels and bridges etc., until the 28 tons
of ironmongery emerged from Campbell Street into Granby Street en route to Town Hall
Square. Buildings were bedecked with flags and bunting as mounted police and “Specials” on foot
led the way, with the principal organisers of the event, the Borough Surveyor, Mr E.G. Mawbey,
the Hon. Sec. of the local War Savings Committee, Mr Ellicock, and the Chief Constable, Mr H.
Allen, being conveyed in an open landau immediately ahead of the Tank itself. Perhaps the most
inspiring and yet poignant sight was the contingent of between three and four hundred discharged
local soldiers and sailors who received rousing cheers from onlookers thronging the pavements all
along the route. Some people were said to be particularly impressed by the way in which the Tank
was expertly maneuvered around the tightest street corners, while others were much taken by “the
villainous looking guns”.
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Once in situ in a railed-off enclosure on the Bishop Street side of Town Hall Square, the Tank was
of course entirely inanimate. Many would doubtless have been awe-struck in its brooding
presence: “not a thing of beauty” as The Post’s correspondent commented - What did he expect?, “but
there is a sinister efficiency in every line of its vast iron carcass” . . ., “as it stares with its heavy-lidded porthole eyes
at the eddying crowds”. There was nothing here to convey the atrocious conditions which crews had
to endure in operating the machines; nothing to suggest the noise from inside and out which made
verbal communication impossible – signals for turning, for example, were invariably given by
banging a spanner on the side of the tank, and nothing remotely evoking the nausea induced by
engine exhaust, petrol fumes, and cordite smoke, and the constant jolting of the tank. Nastier still
were splashes of molten metal from splintering machine-gun bullets and flaking armour spitting at
the hands and face. One remedy here was something resembling a mediaeval chain-mail visor,
while for those on duty in Leicester’s Tank Bank, the only necessary protection was against the
bitter cold.
Parties of schoolchildren were among the first to brave the inclement weather on Monday 14th
January 1918 prior to the Mayor declaring The Bank officially open at noon. Sales of War Bonds
and War Savings Certificates were actually conducted in Bishop Street Schoolroom, with investors
then taking their documents to the Tank for franking with the highly prized “Leicester Tank” datestamp. In his opening address, The Mayor had spoken of the rivalries between England’s cities
and larger towns regarding amounts raised through their respective Tank Weeks. He noted that
Birmingham had raised £6 million - a new Tank record, during its Tank Week – the week before
Leicester’s, and that even this covered only 75% of the cost of one day’s prosecution of the
War. Leicester could hardly expect to compete with such great cities, although it ought to do as
well if not better “on the basis of population”.
Alderman North announced “with much satisfaction” that the British United Shoe Machinery Co.
Ltd. were subscribing £150,000 to the Tank Bank to secure Bonds etc. for their workforce; the
Leicester Permanent Building Society £100,000, The Norwich Union and The Pearl Insurance
Companies £10,000 apiece, and Wheatsheaf Shoes £5,000. The total pledged on the eve of the
opening was almost three-quarters of a million pounds, so that the first million was virtually
assured. The aim now would be to raise
a minimum of £2 million, which he
hoped that by their efforts, the people of
Leicester - Borough and county,
would. Leicester’s contribution might
then compare favourably with those of
similar
and
even
larger
towns. (Comparisons were made with
Hull’s recent total of £2,095,000). At the
final reckoning it was clear that the
Mayor’s
confidence
was
not
misplaced. “Ole Bill”, as the Tank had
been named, after Bruce Bairnsfather’s
Tank 119 in Derby, 28th January 1918
famous cartoon character, had clearly
come good in accumulating £2,045,324; almost on a par with Hull’s equally admirable achievement
and thereby laying down the gauntlet to Nottingham; the Tank’s next port of call.
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We thank once again those readers who
contacted us following the production of
previous issues of The Tiger. Your comments
are valued and welcomed and we are always
open to suggestions as to what you, our
readers, would like to see included/excluded.
All articles reproduced in this newsletter are
accepted in good faith and every effort is
always made to ensure accuracy of the
information given. It should be noted however
that the opinions expressed by the
contributors are not necessarily those of the
Editor, her associates or the Western Front
Association. The Editor reserves the right to
amend, condense or edit any article submitted
although the full version will be available, via
e-mail, upon request.

Anyone wishing to submit material is
more than welcome to contact us by
e-mail at: foft@live.co.uk

Jonathan Capewell Coalville
Greg Drozdz B.E.M. Hinckley
David & Dr. Karen Ette Loughborough

Deadline date to ensure inclusion in
your next edition of The Tiger is:
Friday, 16th March 2018

Derek Simmonds Melton Mowbray
Our Branch Website Address is:
www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com

“We very much value your continued support”

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE
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